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SOUTH WALL OF CENTRAL HALL.

NORTH WALL OF CENTRAL HALL.
EAST WALL OF CENTRAL HALL.
WEST WALL OF CENTRAL HALL.
1. Professor Naville (x) directing the work in 1913

2. The gravity-railway in use (1925)
1. Granite dovetail inscribed with the cartouche of Seti I

2, 3. Inscribed dovetail in position in the North-east corner of the Central Hall
1. Retaining walls, east of Cenotaph, with buttress and North-eastern tree-pit, showing West-wall of temple

2. Middle tree-pit against North-wall of Cenotaph

3. Streaks of limestone chips in the soil thrown in against the walls of the Cenotaph (1914)
1. Removal of Coping-stone from Central Hall

2. The clearing of the entrance passage with boys and gravity-railway, looking North

3. Clearing stones from Central Hall to Transversal Room

4. The Central Hall, November 1925

5. Piling up stones in Transversal Room
1. The Entrance Passage, looking North

2. The Entrance Passage, looking South

3. Inscribed brick from Entrance Arch

4. Inner layers of Entrance Arch leaning alternately to right and left

5. East jamb of Entrance Arch and wall of shaft
1. The Entrance Shaft

2. The Entrance Arch
1. Temenos Wall and Entrance Arch from outside

2. Doorway leading from Ante Room through Sloping Passage to transversal Room, showing further doorway and Central Hall within
1. Rigging up the pipe-line

2. The engine installed

3. Pumping and clearing east side of Channel

4. Pumping and clearing

5. The Eastern stairs
1. Central Hall, looking East

2. South-east corner of Central Hall
1, 2. Central Hall, looking West
1. East side of Canal in Central Hall
   looking North

2. South-east corner of Central Hall
1. Thrust beam under water. On left: island; on right: ledge in front of Central Cell, and North-eastern pier

2. South-western pier, showing surface prepared to fit ledge

3. North Wall of Central Hall, partly dressed
1. The Sarcophagus Room, looking South

2. Looking from Sarcophagus Room into Central Hall

3. The robbers' hole in North-east corner of Sarcophagus Room
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E.W. II. CONT. 2.
West Wall of Entrance Passage: The King
West Wall of Entrance Passage: The King before Horus and Osiris
THE BOOK OF GATES

INTRODUCTION: SEE FOREGOING PLATES

FIRST DIVISION: TOP SECTION AND MOST OF SECOND SECTION LOST.

THIRD SECTION:
Bunumi, Pl. 5, Col. 3.
Ibid.: Col. 2:

BOTTOM SECTION: NO VARIANTS

SECOND DIVISION: GATE:
Budge, 86, 2:

Ibid., 4:
Ibid., 5: FOOTNOTE
TOP SECTION: LOST

MIDDLE SECTION:
Budge, 88, LAST LINE:

Ibid., 90, 2:
Ibid., 90, 5:

BOTTOM SECTION: NO VARIANTS

THIRD DIVISION: GATE:
Budge, 100:
Budge, 102, 2:

TOP SECTION LOST, EXCEPT BUDGE, 109, 6-8.

MIDDLE SECTION:
Budge, 105, 2:
B. o. G. II

Ibid., 5,6: 𓊖 𓊖|
Ibid., 8: $𓊖|
Ibid., 10: Lacuna |
Ibid., 11: 𓊖 𓊖|

Budge, 106,1: $𓊖 $𓊖 etc. - 3: $𓊖|

Top section: Lost except Budge, 109,6-110,1.

Lower section:
Budge, 115,2: $𓊖 $𓊖|
Budge, 115,10: $𓊖 $𓊖|
Bonomi, 2,32/3: $𓊖 $𓊖|

Fourth division: Gate: no variants.

Middle section:
Budge, 124,1: $𓊖 |
Ibid: 2: $𓊖 $𓊖|
Ibid: 3,4: $𓊖 |
Ibid: 8: $𓊖 |

Ibid: 9: |
Ibid: 11: |
Ibid: 12: |

Budge, 124,5/6: |

Upper section: Budge, 128,11: $𓊖 $𓊖 |

Lower section:
Budge, 133,2: $𓊖 $𓊖 |
Budge, 134,2: $𓊖 $𓊖 |
Ibid: 4/7: |
Ibid: 11: |
Ibid: 12: $𓊖 $𓊖 |
Fifth Division: Top section lost.

Middle section: Lost up to Budge, 143, 9: After ibid. 12 very damaged.

Budge, 143, 9: | 

Ibid: 11: | 

After Budge, 143, 15, follows | 

Lower section:

Budge, 151, 1: | 

Ibid: 2: | 

Budge, 152, 5: | 

Ibid: 7: | 

Ibid: 8: | Bonomi, 6, 26: | 

Ibid: 11: | 

Ibid: 12: | 

Ibid: 13: | 

Ibid: 13: | 

Budge, 154, 2: | 

After Budge, 154, 5 |
Book of Gates: the Hall of Osiris
Hall of Osiris: See foregoing plate

Sixth Division: Budge: Seventh Division

Gate: No variants.

Middle Register:

Budge, 194, 3:

Budge, 195, 1, 2:

Ibid. 3:

Ibid. 5:

Ibid. 8:

Ibid. 8:

Ibid. 9:

Budge, 198, 2:

Ibid. 3:

Ibid. 4:

Ibid. 6:

Ibid. 7:

Budge, 198, 8 - End

Upper Section:

Budge, 201, 1:

Ibid. 2:

Ibid. 5:

Ibid. 5:
Seventh Division, Sixth Division in Budge

Gate:
Budge, 169:

IBID: 2:  

Middle Section:
Budge, 181, 1-4 | Lost.
IBID: 5:  
IBID: 6:  
IBID: 7:  
Budge, 182, 3-7 | Damaged
IBID: 9:  
IBID: 10:  
IBID: 12:  

Top Section: Only traces remain
Budge, 185, 8:
IBID: 9:  
IBID: 12:  

Lower Section
Budge, 187, 1:
IBID: 3:  
IBID: 4:  
IBID: 5:  
IBID: 5:
B. o. G. VIII

Eighth Division: See Lefèbure, II, pls 32-34, and Budge, 192, 193

Upper Section: Lost.

Middle Section: Much damaged.

Lower Section, cont.

Budge, 187, 5:

Budge, 188, 4:

After Budge, 188, 9, end:

IBID: 9:

IBID: 10:

IBID: 12:

IBID: 15:

IBID: 34, 41:

IBID: 42:

Lower Section

IBID: 29:

IBID: 33, 2:

IBID: 3-9:

IBID: 24/25:

IBID: 34, 27:

Lef. 33, 9:

Lef. 33, 10:

Lef. 33, 12:

Lef. 34, 15:

Lef. 34, 24:

Lef. 34, 34:

Lef. 34, 27:
B. o. G. IX

Ninth Division: Lost to a large extent.

Middle Section

Budge 223, 3 and 4:

Tenth Division: Upper Section lost

Middle Section lost up to Budge 243, 9.

Lower Section: Lost up to Budge 255, 2.

Eleventh Division: Gate

Budge, 261, 2nd col. from left:

Ibid. 1st. col. from right:

Ibid. 2nd col. from right:
UPPER SECTION almost entirely lost

MIDDLE SECTION

Budge, 264.2

IBID: 3

IBID: 3

IBID: 6

IBID: 7/6

IBID: 9

IBID: 10

Budge, 265.3

IBID: 11

IBID: 12

IBID: 13

LOWER SECTION:

Budge, 275.1

IBID: 2

IBID: 3/4

IBID: 6

IBID: 7

IBID: 11

Budge, 276.1

IBID: 2

AFTER IBID 4, END
Twelfth Division: Gate: Budge, 281:

Middle Section:
Budge, 287, 1:

Ibid: 2:

Ibid: 3:

Ibid: 4:

Ibid: 6 up to Budge, 285, 1:

Ibid: 7:

See further Murray, pl. xiv with the following corrections:

[Columns counted from right to left]

Upper Section:
Budge, 289, 1:

Ibid: 2:

Ibid: 3:

Ibid: 4:

Ibid: 5:

Ibid: 7:

Ibid: 10:

See further Murray, pl. xiv, but read: col: 6:

Lower Section:
Budge, 294, 7:

Ibid: 3:

Ibid: 5:

Ibid: 7:

See further Murray, pl. xiv, but read col: 5:

Final Scene:
See Murray, pl. xiii.
TEXTS FROM THE SOUTH AND NORTH WALL OF THE SLOPING PASSAGE

S.P.-SI

S.P.-SII
Wall (continued)
Plate LXX

North Wall
Reliefs on Architraves of
Reliefs on Architraves of Central Hall
Central Hall, South Side (continued)
East Wall of Central Hall

By J. A. Clarke
East side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber: First Panel

by Walter B. Emery
East side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber
East side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber (cont.)
East side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber (cont.)
East side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber (cont.)
East side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber (cont.)
East side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber (cont.)
West side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber: Group of Nut and Shu

by Walter B. Emery
Plate LXXXI

Group of Nut and Shu
West Side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber. Shadow Clock Text

By A. de Buck
West Side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber. Shadow Clock Text

By A. de Buck
West Side of Roof of Sarcophagus Chamber

Dramatic Text

By A. de Buck
l.3 is not certain, but the traces suit well; the only possible alternative is less probable.
l.10 One thinks of pres in dst, but the traces suit much better than .
l.15 After two low signs or.
l.18 The second in 833 is almost certain. A is hardly possible.
l.20 and . are equally possible.
l.23 top. A is certain, but all the other bonds are indistinct and may be A, R or .
l.25 After there is exactly room for 80 and the scanty traces suit well.
l.26 The bird after . is almost certainly A and not E.
l.32 Is the sign after in an unfinished word? The traces look like .
l.34 A after . is nearly certain, much more probable than .
l.39 The sign after is indistinct.
Perhaps may be more probable than .
Egyptian shadow clock (modern) in the Science Museum, London

Model of an ancient Egyptian shadow clock in the Science Museum, London
Enigmatic Script from West Wall of Sarcophagus Chamber
Graffiti from the Passage: Transcriptions by Battiscombe Gunn
Graffiti from the Passage: Transcriptions by Battiscombe Gunn
Graffiti and Ostraca from the Passage: Transcriptions by Battiscombe Gunn
Graffiti from the Passage
Demotic Ostraka on Sherds, from the Passage